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San Francisco is famous for many reasons — hills, cable cars, its progressive politics — and it

garnered lots of admiration at the start of the pandemic. In the time that’s passed, San

Francisco has sunk into infamy. But there is still tons to love about the city that people have

loved and loved to lambast for centuries. Here are some of the reasons why we left our hearts

in San Francisco.
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[partner]

You could win a fabulous San Francisco
getaway package at the award-winning
boutique hotel — a two-night stay, breakfasts,
a dinner, plus complimentary parking — a
$1,650 value! Housed within the historic
Haslett Warehouse building in Fisherman’s
Wharf, the Argonaut Hotel is iconic for both its
past and its present. Increase your chances of
winning by sharing with friends after you
enter!

San Francisco’s tourism economy is improving,
but it could be another three and a half years
before the city experiences a full recovery from
2020’s pandemic-related crash, according to
tourism o�cials and experts, although not all
the news is bleak.
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Kayse Gehret — Marin resident, longtime
healing artist, and the soul behind Soulstice
Mind + Body Spa, based in Sausalito — is
passionate about creating artful o�erings at
the intersection of healing, natural beauty and
spirituality. Her vegan, non-toxic line of 70+
modern nail polish shades includes a collection
inspired by the diversity of Northern
California’s redwood forests, wild coastlines
and rolling ranch lands.

[partner]

Can you hear it? It’s a squash ball ricocheting o�

glass walls as it’s hit over and over in breathtaking

rallies by the world’s most talented squash players.

International champions are back in the Bay Area

this fall for the 9th annual Oracle NetSuite Open

Squash Championships. This year, you will see 30

matches played on the Squash Engine Glass Court

at Embarcadero Plaza while enjoying panoramic

views of the Bay Bridge and the San Francisco Ferry

Building. 

Looking to �ll a couple hours of your day while
in the South Bay? From Ziggy Marley to an
Artisan Faire on Santana Row and the Mosaic
Festival, we’ve curated �ve of the top events
this month so you don’t have to. Less
researching and more enjoying your time in
the area. Enjoy!
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The desert has a certain mystique. Whether
you're looking for music, food, solace or
adventure, it o�ers it all. Here are the best
places to stay, eat and things to do on your
Palm Springs road trip.
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